CURRENT STUDENTS

- # of current students (6 in candidacy): 23
- % of students who earned an MSW: 96%
- # of students in 2019 cohort: 7
- # of doctorates conferred: 260
- % of students who receive financial assistance: 100%
- # of applications received in 2019: 46

MEAN GRE SCORES

- Verbal: 156
- Quantitative: 155
- Written Analytical: 4.4

GENDER RATIOS

- Male: 35%
- Female: 65%

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

- Will receive fellowship funds: 87%
- Will have tuition paid (including military students): 96%
- Will receive a stipend in addition to a fellowship: 83%

STUDENT PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS

- # of publications (15 first author): 38
- # of presentations: 35
- # of poster presentations: 32

SELECTED JOURNALS WHERE OUR STUDENTS WERE PUBLISHED:

- American Journal of Preventive Medicine
- Drug and Alcohol Dependence
- Addictive Behaviors
- European Journal of Trauma and Dissociation
- Journal of Affective Disorders
- The Gerontologist
- Journal of Behavioral Medicine
- Journal of Interpersonal Violence
2019 Ph.D. Facts & Figures

Our 2018 - 2019 Graduates

- Faculty: 57%
- Military: 29%
- Other: 15%

Average # of Semesters to Candidacy (Including Summer Semester): 7

Average # of Semesters to Degree (Including Summer Semester): 11

Living in Texas

- $41,203 In-State
- $51,533 Out-Of-State

* Includes: room, board, books, tuition, incidentals for 1 academic year + summer [Stats & Figures as of June 2019]

Our students & graduates represent many parts of the world.